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Introduction 
Using the Product Mash you can advertise your Actinic products using several product portals. Those currently 
supported are Froogle (from Google), Google Sitemap, Google Base, Kelkoo, Affiliate Window, Ebay, Amazon, 
PriceRunner, Paid On Results, WebGains, The Peoples Web, PlayTrade, PriceGrabber, RSS Feeds, Edirectory, 
ChannelAdvisor, Shopping.com, Actinic Import/Export Format and Shopzilla. 
 
The Product Mash works with all versions of Actinic (from V4 onwards). 
 

 
 
To advertise your products using the various advertising schemes you should do the following :  

1. Register for the scheme. See the Feed Registration section. 
2. Set the product options. See the Basic and Advanced mashing options sections. 
3. Select the feeds to create. 
4. Set-up the feed options by pressing the Feed Options button. See the Feed Options section. 
5. Press the Mash now button to produce the feeds. 
6. Press the Upload Feed button to send the feeds to the relevant advertising schemes sites (where 

applicable). 
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Feed Summary 

 
Type Why use ? Cost to advertise 
Froogle The main free shopping site Free 
Kelkoo Best known product price comparison site Pay per click  
Affiliate Window Other sites advertising your products Pay per click 
Google Sitemap Get better search rankings in Google Free 
Yahoo Sitemap Get better search rankings in Yahoo Free 
Google Base More advanced Froogle. Improves Google 

searches 
Free 

Shopzilla Alternative to Kelkoo, items appear in other 
shopping sites (e.g. AOL's InStore.com) 

Pay per click 

Ebay A lot of vendors have an Ebay presence Pay per listing (%) 
Amazon World’s most visited shop Monthly fee and final 

sale price % 
PriceRunner Used by a lot of High Street retailers and larger 

internet companies 
Free and fee based 

Paid On Results Other sites advertising your products Pay % of sale price (% 
is based upon affiliate 
commision value). 

WebGains Targetted affiliate scheme. Setup fee, then 
monthly admin charge. 
Pay % of sale price (% 
is based upon affiliate 
commision value). 

The Peoples 
Web 

Alternative to Ebay and other shopping       
portals. 

£250 for 18 months 
(Retailplus account). 
No commission on 
sales and no listing 
fees. 

PlayTrade 

 

A similar approach to Amazon in selling style. 
Not many merchants currently selling on 
PlayTrade. 

£19.99 per month fee 
for ProTrader and 
commission similar to 
Amazon. 

PriceGrabber Well known alternative to PriceRunner. Shops 
within PriceGrabber have a customer rating 

£200 setup fee and 
then CPC (cost per 
click). 

RSS Feed Allows your customers to keep up to date with 
the products on your website (and to 
automatically be notified if you add new 
products to your website). 

Free 

Shopping.com One of the most well known shopping portal CPC (cost per click) 
from 0.05p to 0.50p 

Edirectory A well known hosted shopping portal. All sales 
handled through their website 

Setup fee and % 
commission based on 
net sales. Fees and % 
are not fixed 
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ChannelAdvisor Multichannel selling and advertising Monthly fees, selling % 
fees (up to a 
maximum) 

Actinic CSV 
Import/Export 

Taking Actinic products from one Actinic site 
and putting into another 

No cost 
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Feed Registration and information 
 

Froogle 
 
More information can be found out using the following link : 
 
http://www.google.co.uk/froogle/merchants/ 
 

Kelkoo 
 
Kelkoo has 2 versions Free and paid for. To sign-up with Kelkoo use the following link : 
 
http://www.kelkoo.co.uk/ 
 
Click on About us at the bottom of the page. On the next page you should use the relevant link under Merchant 
Help. At the current time this is titled List your products on Kelkoo. From this page you can sign up for a free trial 
or the full paid for version. 
 

Affiliate Window 
 
To apply for an affiliate window account you must sign up as a merchant. To do this, or find out more information 
use the following link : 
 
http://www.affiliatewindow.com/merchants_join.php 
 
 

Google Sitemap 
 
Google can provide better search results on your website by you submitting the information about your website. 
This needs to be done whenever your website changes to provide uptodate information. You should create your 
sitemap before registering with Google (as it looks for this file during registration). To register your website using 
the following link : 
 
http://www.google.co.uk/webmasters/sitemaps 
 
 

Google Base 
 
Google base is a single location where different types of content can be entered. Google will use this content in 
the main Google search, Froogle, Google local and Google base itself. To use Google Base you will need to 
register yourself at : 
 
http://base.google.co.uk 
 
From here you will define your content type, FTP details and filename. The FTP details and filename will then be 
entered into the Product Mash to allow your Actinic products to be automatically uploaded. 
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Shopzilla 
 
Shopzilla is a shopping directory, that uses a pay-per-click approach to marketing. For more information use the 
following link : 
 
http://merchant.shopzilla.co.uk/oa/shopping_search/ 

 

Yahoo Sitemap 
 
Yahoo can provide more accurate search results on your website by you submitting the information about your 
website. This needs to be done whenever your website changes to provide up-to-date information. You simply 
need to create your sitemap, upload it to your website and tell Yahoo where to look for your file. To register your 
sitemap usethe following link : 
 
http://uk.search.yahoo.com/free/request 
 
 
 

Ebay 
 
Ebay is the world’s largest online auction website. The 3 main products for handling multiple auctions are 
described below : 
 
Turbo Lister 
This is a PC based product that is free (from Ebay). You create all of your auctions on the PC and then upload 
them to Ebay. You can then download the sales to handle the order processing, in a similar way to Actinic. 
 
This is a free product (with the normal Ebay listing fees applying). 
 
More information can be found at the following link : 
 
http://pages.ebay.co.uk/turbo_lister/ 
 
 
Selling Manager Pro 
This is purely online system. Once your inventory is imported all auctions etc. is handled online.  
 
There is a monthly charge for this service (with the normal Ebay listing fees also applying). 
 
More information can be found at the following link : 
 
http://pages.ebay.co.uk/selling_manager_pro/ 
 
 
Spoonfeeder 
This is a product not written by Ebay. This has enhanced order processing facilities and can work out cheaper to 
sell items if you have a lot of graphical content in your items (as they host the images for free). This may not be 
as useful to an Actinic shop as you can simply reference your images already on your website (again saving the 
Ebay image listing fees). 
 
There is a one off payment for the software with an additional monthly fee if you require support. 
 
More information can be found at the following link : 
 
http://www.spoonfeeder.com/ 
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Amazon 
 
Amazon is the world’s largest online shop. You can list items on Amazon using either Marketplace or Zshops. To 
sell items you must have a Pro-merchant account. Amazon suggest you have aa Pro-merchant account if you 
anticipate selling more than 30 items per month. 
 
Primarily Zshops are designed for retailers who want to sell items that Amazon doesn’t. The listings for your 
items appear at the end of the main listings. 
 
Marketplace listings are for selling items that Amazon already does. Your items will appear in the main product 
choice area. If your prices are the cheapest they will have a buy-now button next to your item. This is very similar 
in the approach used by Kelkoo to sell items giving the customer a variety of prices to pay for the same item. 
 
Like other selling portals (e.g. Ebay, Shopzilla) each vendor is given ratings by customers, the better your rating 
the more likely customers will shop with you (and not just on price). 
 
ZShops 
More information can be found at the following link : 
 
http://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/help/customer/display.html?nodeId=3150171 
 
Marketplace 
More information can be found at the following link : 
 
http://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/help/customer/display.html?nodeId=3149141 
 
Pro Merchant 
Amazon now have a new approach used for Marketplace listings. Existing retailers and the majority of new ones 
are being put onto Seller Central/Pro Merchant. 
 
http://www.amazonservices.com/businesssolutions/ 
 
 
 
 

PriceRunner 
 
PriceRunner is a price comparison website. It also allows customers to rate your store, giving other customers 
confidence in where to shop. There are 2 versions free and fee paying. Each area of products is looked after by 
a different department within the company. 
 
For more information use the following link : 
 
http://www.pricerunner.co.uk/userguide.html#forbusiness 
 
 

Paid On Results 
 
Paid On Results is an affiliate company. You provide them with details of your products and they get affiliates for 
you. You can also handle affiliates captured from your own site. The more detail you provide on your products 
the easier it is for their affiliates to choose your products to advertise. You can provide the basic details of your 
products but you can also provide your own custom properties. You are only charged on actual sales (as a 
percentage of the affiliates remuneration).  
 
For more details use the following link : 
 
http://www.paidonresults.com/ 
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WebGains 
 
WebGains is an affiliate company that provides a supported scheme. They work with you to manage the 
scheme. You provide them with details of your products and your business goals. They assign you an account 
manager to handle the process. You can provide the basic details of your products but you can also provide your 
own custom properties. You are only charged on actual sales (as a percentage of the affiliates remuneration, 
which is normally 30%. For example, on a sale of goods for £100 you are paid £93.50 (£5 commision for the 
affililate and £1.5 paid to WebGains). You can also choose for a lead based approach (pay per click). 
 
For more details use the following link : 
 
http://www.webgains.com/ 
 
 

Peoples Web 
 
 The Peoples Web provides various features for different individuals. However, for selling products, it is a fixed 
price easy maintenance approach. They currently report an audience of around 2 million people. 
 
They charge a fixed annual fee, for retailers (Retailplus account) £250 ( + VAT). If you enter the code 
moleendbiz in the 'cashback' username field when registering you will get an additional 6 months membership 
(from 12 months to 18 months).  For more details use the following link : 
 
http://www.thepeoplesweb.com/ 

 

PlayTrade  

 
PlayTrade is Play.com's new selling platform. If you sell any of the product's that Play.com sell you can also sell 
the same product. You have to include the price of shipping in your product prices, effectively showing free 
shipping. With the Prodict Mash PlayTrade options can add on your shipping rates to your Actinic shop prices. 
You can compete with other retailers on Play.com for prices or if Play.com goes out of stock it is likely that 
shoppers will buy from you. 
 
To use the product import feature you need to have a monthly subscription to become a ProTrader. This costs 
£19.99 per month. There are other benefits, you should refer to the Play.com website for more details. 
 
For more details use the following link : 
 

http://www.playtrade.com 

 

PriceGrabber  
 
PriceGrabber is a price comparison website. Customers can also rate your (and other) shops and products. This 
site is used by the larger online retailers and smaller retailers obtain sales by giving the consumers confidence in 
them, based upon their shop's own customer rating. 
 
After the initial set-up fee there is a CPC (Cost per click) for each sales lead. The price various depending upon 
the area and product type that you sell. 
For more details use the following link : 
http://www.pricegrabber.co.uk 
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RSS Feed  
 
RSS (Really Simple Syndication) feeds are used for people to update frequently changing information. There are 
various feed readers (such as www.rssreader.com or www.feedreader.com) that can monitor RSS feeds and 
report on any changes being made. Basic functionality is also built into variouis web browsers (e.g. Internet 
Explorer or FireFox). You can place a link on your website for your customers to bookmark (or add to their RSS 
reader) that will automatically when you have new products on your website (or changed prices). 
 
Some shopping portals/sites can also take your product information as an RSS feed. 
 
You can place a link onto your website in a similar way to how we have done this at http://www.mole-end.biz in 
the bottom left hand corner of the main page (which links to http://www.mole-end.biz/RSSMoleEnd.xml). 

 
 

Shopping.com  
Shopping.com is a price and product comparison website. Retailers and products get reviews and ratings. This 
site is used by the all types of online retailers.  
 
After the initial set-up fee (if applicable) there is a CPC (Cost per click) for each sales lead. The price various 
depending upon the area and product type that you sell. 
For more details use the following link : 
http://www.shopping.com 

 

edirectory  
 
edirectory is a well known standardised shopping portal. Multiple merchants can sell their products through a 
single site that handles all checkout process and payments. The orders are processed in edirectory (or by 
external software). Their prices can vary based upon the product area, other merchants competing in your area. 
For more details use the following link: 
 
http://www.edirectory.co.uk 
 
 

ChannelAdvisor 
 
ChannelAdvisor is a multichannel selling and order processing platform. You can sell your products on Ebay, 
Amazon and its own shopping website. 
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Product Options 
 

Basic mashing options 
 
Exclude 0 value products 
Some feeds (including Froogle) does not allow 0 value products. Tick the Exclude 0 value products box to not 
have these products included in the feed. 
 
Remove Tabs, Line Feeds and Carriage Returns 
If you want to remove text formatting (that would have been added for your website) tick the Remove Tabs, Line 
Feeds and Carriage Returns option. 
 
Exclude Product Duplicates 
If you have created product duplicates (applicable to Actinic V7 and above), these can be ignored when 
generating your feed. For example, if you have a storage container available in every section of your shop, (that 
was created by using Actinic product duplicates) you may only want to show this on Kelkoo once. 
 
Rounding 
When prices are calculated some information may be lost (due to rounding etc.). You can choose the best 
rounding model that suits your pricing structure. This should match how your prices are specified within Actinic. 
The following models are available : 
 
Scientific 
A price that is 0.5 or above is always rounded up to the next whole number. For example, £3.50 is rounded to 
£4. 
 
Round up 
A price that is more than a whole number is always rounded up. For example, £1.02 is rounded to £2. 
 
Round down 
A price that is 0.5 or below is rounded down to the whole number and any decimal value above 0.5 is rounded to 
the next whole number. For example, £3.5 is rounded to £3. 
 
Truncate 
All the decimal part of a price is ignored. For example, £7.86 is rounded to £7. 
 
Advanced mashing  
 
Add Tax to price 
Some feeds require that prices shown for european sites include VAT. If you show products on your site without 
VAT you should tick the Add TAX box. The VAT rate is taken from each product. If different products have 
different VAT rates those rates will be used. When VAT is calculated it uses the Rounding method specified in 
the Basic mashing settings. 
 
Exclude out of stock products 
If you use stock control and you don’t want to include products that are out of stock (which is a requirement for 
some schemes) tick this box. 
 
Exclude products that cannot be ordered online 
If you do not want to include products that can’t be ordered online tick this option. If this option is ticked, only 
products, within Actinic, are included that have the Can be ordered Online property ticked. 
 
Ignore Actinic ‘Exclude from Froogle Data Feed’ setting 
If you want to bypass Actinic’s feature of hiding certain products (or sections) from your feeds tick this box. 
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Include hidden products 
You can include hidden products in the feed (e.g. for Amazon). This is useful when the feed needs to represent 
your different product permutations as separate products (where your product linked products permutations are 
hidden on the website). 
 
Convert Price 
If you have are using a non GBP (Sterling) currency on your website and you want it to be listed in GBP 
(Sterling) tick the Convert Price box. You will need to enter a suitable exchange rate.  This feature is useful if you 
have GBP or dollars as a second currency on your Actinic site. You will be eligable for inclusion in Froogle 
because you are showing prices in pounds or dollars but Actinic will export prices in your primary currency. 
 
Product Short Description 
Basic mashing will always use the Actinic Product Short Description. With Advanced mashing you can use 
different text specified by a custom variable (defined and set-up within Actinic). This allows you to have slightly 
different text on your website and tailor the text for the advertising programs. 
 
If you are using Actinic V8 you would create CustomVars by creating Variables in the Design Library. You would 
normally create these in the General Group. 
 
You can additionally include the Actinic Extended Info Text.  
 
Remove Embedded HTML 
If you have HTML in your product descriptions you can remove this using the Remove Embedded HTML option. 
There are 2 types of HTML to remove : 
 
Remove embedded HTML 
This will remove all of the HTML from the product details. 
 
Remove Actinic Markers 
This will only remove the HTML that Actinic places within the product, leaving any specific HTML that you want 
to pass through to the feed. 
 
Get text from HTML 
This will remove all the HTML markup from the text and just include the text. 
 
Link to Product Page/Link to Product/Link to Extended Info. 
When people click on your product displayed in Froogle you can choose to direct them to the product section 
page or the individual product. For example, if you sell shoes, the Link to Product Page will take you to the page 
showing all the different types of shoes (whichever shoe is clicked on). If you have Link to Product, it will take 
you to the actual shoe. 
 
You can also enter the character to use to go to the product. By default this is a #. For some feeds, for example 
PriceRunner, this must the %23. 
 
If you use your Extended Info link to allow the individual products to be ordered use the Link to Extended Info 
button. 
 
Use Append Options to URL if you want to put on additional information to your URLs to track how people get to 
your website. 
 
Product Image 
Depending on how you have set-up your shop or set-up your images you can use from one of 3 main sources. 
You can use the image defined in 1 of 3 areas in your product definitions; main product image (the default), 
Extended info, image or thumbnail image. 
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Use default image if product does not have one defined 
Some feeds require that you must have an image for each product (e.g. Affiliate Window). You can either have a 
fixed image for all products where an image can’t be found (from Actinic) or you can add a CustomVar to your 
products that defines a specific image. Using the CustomVar approach you can also define a default image that 
will be used if a CustomVar has not been set-up. 
 
NOTE: If you have also defined specific image information in a specific feed, for example, added an image_link 
Custom property to your Google Base feed, the feed’s value will override the default value provided in this 
section. 
 
There are more advanced ways to include information from Actinic (or from different fields). See the Advanced 
Features section for more details
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Automating the creation and uploading of feeds 
 
Once you have set-up your feed settings (and tested that they create the correct feed information and are 
accepted by the feed recipients (e.g. Google)) you can automate the creation and uploading of the feed. 
 
To create and upload a feed you need to call the Product Mash in batch mode. The options to give to the 
Product Mash to do this are described below: 
 
-B Run the Product Mash in batch mode. This must be used with either the –M or –U (or 

  both) options. 
 
-M Mash the feed(s). This will create the specified feeds from your Actinic products. 

 
-U Upload the feeds. This will upload any feeds that have been configured (and can be 
  uploaded). 
 
-F The feeds to Mash and/or Upload. To include a particular feed you should include the 

feed name (as described below). The string included after the –F must not have any spaces in. When 
including more than 1 feed name you shouldn’t include any spaces between them. 

 
Froogle  Froogle 
KelkooFree  Kelkoo Free 
KelkooMerchant Kelkoo Merchant 
AffiliateWindow Affiliate Window 
GoogleSitemap Google Sitemap 
YahooSitemap  Yahoo Sitemap 
Actinic   Actinic import 
Amazon  Amazon Zshop or Merchant 
ProMerchant  Amazon Pro-Merchant (Seller Central) 
PriceRunner  PriceRunner 
Shopzilla  Shopzilla 
Ebay   Ebay 
Googlebase  Googlebase 
PaidOnResults  Paid On Results 
WebGains  WebGains 
PeoplesWeb  The Peoples Web 
PlayTrade  PlayTrade 
PriceGrabber  PriceGrabber  
RSSFeed  RSS Feed  
Shopping  Shopping.com 
Edirectory  Edirectory 
ChannelAdvisor ChannelAdvisor 
Actinic   Actinic CSV Import/Export 
 
 
NOTE: If you don’t specify any feeds to create the last selected feeds will be used (when you started the Product 
Mash in normal mode). 
 
Examples 
 
Create and upload a Googlebase feed 
ME_FroogleMash.exe -B –M –U –F Googlebase 

 
Create an Amazon ProMerchant and Ebay feeds 
ME_FroogleMash.exe -B –M –F ProMerchantEbay 
 
Create and upload Shopzilla, Google Sitemap, Paid On Results and Price Runner feeds 
ME_FroogleMash.exe -B –M –F ShopzillaGoogleSitemapPaidOnResultsPriceRunner 
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Advanced automated feed creation 
 
Running the Product Mash at a specific time each day (or week) 
You can run the Product Mash as a scheduled task (in batch mode) to automatically create and upload your 
feeds. For example, you may want to create and upload your Googlebase feeds at 5:30pm each day. To do this 
you need to create a scheduled task in the scheduled tasks folder.  
 
The scheduled task folder is available in the Control Panel. To create a task simply open the folder and click on 
the Add Scheduled Task icon. The wizard will guide you through setting this up. When asked to select a program 
to run, if the Product Mash for Actinic is not listed use the browse button to locate the program in the installation 
directory. On the last page of the Scheduled Task Wizard tick Open advanced properties for this task when I 
click Finish. You need to amend the program to Run to include the command line options (as shown above). For 
example, to create and upload a Googlebase feed add -B –M –U –F Googlebase to the end of the program 
to run. 
 
Automating the feed creation (and uploading) with more than 1 Actinic site 
The Product Mash always uses the current Actinic site to get the settings for. To use this with multiple sites you 
need to manually change the Actinic site. To automate the changing of sites you need to use One Stop 
Automation with the multi-site option. You can create a task within One Stop Automation to go to each of the 
selected Actinic sites and create and upload the feeds. Initially you will need to use Actinic to change to each of 
the Actinic sites and restart the Product Mash to amend the various settings (and feed names) specific to that 
Actinic site. Once set-up One Stop Automation will change the Actinic site and restart the Product Mash which 
will reload the settings specific to that site. 
 
You need to create a task in One Stop Automation similar to the one shown below: 

 
 
This will create and upload a Googlebase feed at 5:30 every weekday at 5:30pm. 
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The commandline shown above is: 
 
"C:\Program Files\MoleEnd\Utilities\FroogleMash\V8\ME_FroogleMash.exe" -B -M -U -F 

Googlebase <Window> 

 

Note: You also need to turn on external program calling in the Order Processing Options (as shown below). 
 

 
 
 
NOTE: If you put <Window> at the end of the program to run (as shown in the example above) all the output 
from the Product Mash is sent to the main One Stop Automation window. This can (if required) be automatically 
emailed to you. In this way you can monitor your feed uploads remotely. 
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Feed Options 
 
To set the options for each of the selected feeds press the Feed Options button. 
 

Froogle 
 

 
 
Output Filename 
Type in the name of the file to store the Froogle information to (including the directory). This is the name of the 
file that Froogle will be expecting on their website. 
Number of days to list items on Froogle 
You can specify the number of days to list items on Froogle. 
 
Brand 
Froogle requires that you specify a brand for your products. This value will be applied to all of your products. If 
you require different brands for different products you should use the Googlebase feed, where you can use 
Customvars (User Defined Properties). 
 
Product Type 
Froogle requires that your products are allocated one of its groups. Click on the link to see which is the most 
appropriate for your products. 
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Server to upload Froogle feed to : 
Enter the FTP Server to send the feed file to. Froogle’s default server will be filled in (as hedwig.google.com). 
You can use a different server, if required. 
Leave the connection type as Use passive FTP unless you have problems connecting to the server. 
 
You should enter Username and Password that you supplied when registering for Froogle. 
 
Any errors will be displayed. For example, if the previous Froogle feed file hasn’t been processed by Froogle you 
won’t be able to upload a new one. 
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Google Sitemap 
 

 
 
Output Filename 
Type in the name of the file to store the Google site information to (including the directory). This is the name of 
the file that will be put onto your server and referenced by Google. The filename must end with xml (e.g. 
googlemap.xml) 
 
Page Settings 
You can provide additional information to Google to give information on certain pages, this includes how often 
your page will change (and will need revisiting by the Googlebots) and the order to process the page 
information. 
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Change Frequency 
This will define how oftern google will look at this specific product page. You should set-up a text custom variable 
(defined at a section or site level) to contain one of the following values : 
 
. always 
. hourly 
. daily 
. weekly 
. monthly 
. yearly 
. never 
 
Page Priority 
This is the importance of this page compared to the others on your website. You should set-up a text custom 
variable (defined at a section or site level) to contain a value from 0 to 1. With 1 being the most important and 0 
the least important. For example you can have values of 0.1, 0.2 or 0.0002. 
 
 
Additional Information to add to the end of the feed file 
If you have additional webpages that you want to include in your feed (that are not setup within Actinic) you can 
add them to here. Click on the Edit button. 
 
 
Server to upload Google Sitemap feed to : 
 
Click on the Get Actinic Settings to use the same settings as your Actinic website. 
 
Enter the name of your webserver. This is the server that you would normally upload your Actinic shop to. Leave 
the connection type as Use passive FTP unless you have problems connecting to the server. 
 
Path to root : 
The path from the root of your server to where your homepage (and sitemap) is located. You can normally leave 
this blank (if your ftp server has been set-up to go to your root directory after logging in). If it hasn’t been set-up 
you can use FTP to login to your server to find out the correct path. Use the following procedure : 

1. Run a command shell (press Start and select Run then type cmd.exe and press return) 
2. Type ftp, followed by your server name, and press return 
3. Type your username for your server and press return. This is the name that you type in in the ftp 

settings in the Actinic network settings. 
4. Type in the password and press enter. Note that the characters typed are not shown. 
5. Type in ls and press ‘Enter’. This lists the directories. 
6. Then go into the directory that contains your main website, by typing cd {directory name} and press 

‘Enter’. 
7. Repeat from step 5 until the main page has been found then go to step 8. 
8. Type in pwd. This is the path to your root directory.  

 
You should enter Username and Password that you use for you Actinic FTP network settings. 
 
Upload Options 
The are two options to choose when an upload is run 
 Upload Sitemap 
 This will send your sitemap file to the server. 
 Resubmit Sitemap 
 This will tell Google to start to process the uploaded sitemap file for your site. 
 
NOTE : Before you can start submitting your sitemap file you must logon to Google sitemap website and provide 
the filename and its details. 
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Google Base 
 

 
 
 
You can use the product_type to include additional terms that were previous search terms (these don’t have to 
match up to the Google product types).. You can specify multiple types by separating them with a comma. 
 
The Google Base feed creates a feed file that contains the products from your shop. In addition to the main 
product details Google Base allows you to create additional information about product. You can use the standard 
properties or create your own.  
 
Output Filename 
Type in the name of the file to store the Google Base information to (including the directory). This is the name of 
the file that Google Base will be expecting on their website (name registered when your Google Base account 
was set-up). This file must end with .xml (e.g. googlebase.xml). 
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Products to Include 
You can choose which products to include based upon a custom variable. This is very similar to the Exclude 
from Froogle Feed/Google Product Search Data Feed setting within Actinic.If you tick Check value before 
including you can choose a custom variable (clicking on the Set button) you are shown the following dialog: 
 

 
 
 
You can then select the custom variable to use to determine if you want to include this product in the feed. You 
can set the default value to True (include in feed) or False (don't include in feed). This value will be used if a 
custom variable value has not been assigned to a product. 
 
Note: When you create a custom value you should set its type to True/False. 
 
Custom Properties 
You can Add, Edit or Amend your property. When you Add or Edit a property the following dialog is displayed : 
 

 
 
Variable 
The property type can either be a standard Google Base type or you can specify your own. In the example, a 
shop is only selling Miele products so all the products have a manfacturer value of Miele. 
 
If you select a Custom Variable you can enter any name that to use as a property of your product(s). This can be 
any word that will be used to provide information on your product. 
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NOTE : If you want to override the default values generated from your Actinic product details you can do this by 
supplying your own values (fixed or from a CustomVar). You can override the following values by selecting the 
relevant Standard Variable (in the Variable section). For example,  to use a different image for the product when 
displayed in Google base (from your Actinic shop) you would select the image_link Standard Variable. You 
would then define a fixed value or use a CustomVar to get the image to display (for example, 
http://www.ObeliskHoldings.TV/graphics/house3.gif). 
 

id 
This defaults to the Actinic product ID. 
 
title 
Name of product. This defaults to the product name provided in Actinic. 

 
description 
Description of product. This defaults to the main product description defined in Actinic. 
 
image_link 
Image to use for the product. This defaults to the image defined in Actinic for the product. 
 
link 
HTML page to display when the product is clicked on. This defaults to the product page within your 
Actinic shop. 
 
price 
Cost of the product. This defaults to the calculated price within Actinic. 

 
Value 
To have the same value for all of your products select the Use Text option. To have a different value for a shop 
section select Section under Type. To have a different value for each product select Product as Type. If Use 
CustomVar has been selected you should select a CustomVar (defined within Actinic and values assigned for 
each product) to retrieve the property’s information. If you are using Actinic V8 you would create CustomVars by 
creating Variables in the Design Library. You would normally create these in the General Group. Also add in a 
Default value to use for the product. This will be used if a Custom Var hasn’t been used for a product. 
 
Server to upload Google Base Feed to 
The default server and the main Google Base server is uploads.google.com. Leave the connection type as Use 
passive FTP unless you have problems connecting to the server. 
 
The Username and Password are the name and password that you entered when creating your GoogleBase 
account. The account name is shown when you log-in to Google Base. 
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Advanced features 
 
If you want to use the values created by the Product Mash in different fields than the default ones you can use 
the following macros to substitute these values. For example, if you want the Actinic description to appear as the 
item’s title you should define a fixed value for the title as !!Description!!. 

 
Another example is shown below to use the Actinic product ID as the manufacturers ID 
 

 
 
There are more advanced ways to include information from Actinic (or from different fields). See the Advanced 
Features section for more details 
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Kelkoo Merchant Feed 
 

 
 
Kelkoo Merchant requires that your product details include a certain number of additional fields. These are 
shown in the Options window with a * by them. These are used to place all of your products within the correct 
sections within the Kelkoo directory. 
 
Output Filename 
Enter the name of the Kelkoo feed file (including the directory). This is the name of the file that Kelkoo will be 
expecting on their website. This file must end with .xml (e.g. kelkoo.xml). 
 
Products to Include 
You can choose which products to include based upon a custom variable. This is very similar to the Exclude 
from Froogle Feed/Google Product Search Data Feed setting within Actinic.If you tick Check value before 
including you can choose a custom variable (clicking on the Set button) you are shown the following dialog: 
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You can then select the custom variable to use to determine if you want to include this product in the feed. You 
can set the default value to True (include in feed) or False (don't include in feed). This value will be used if a 
custom variable value has not been assigned to a product. 
 
Note: When you create a custom value you should set its type to True/False. 
 
 
Server to upload kelkoo feed to: 
This is the server where server where Kelkoo is expecting to find your feed file. When you sign-up with Kelkoo 
you will be asked if you would like to host the feed file or Kelkoo. Choose the Kelkoo hosting option. They will 
send you the server and login details. Leave the connection type as Use passive FTP unless you have problems 
connecting to the server. 
 
The Username and Password are the name and password with the required permissions on the server that you 
have specified in the FTP Server field. 
 
Availability 
You can select your stock availability from the following options.  
 In stock 
 Stock on order 
 Check site 
 Pre-order 
 Available on order 
 
Server to upload kelkoo Feed to 
The server to upload the file to. If Kelkoo allow automatic pick-up of the feed file it will look at this location for the 
file. Leave the connection type as Use passive FTP unless you have problems connecting to the server. 
 
Delivery Costs 
The options in this section are used to define the possible shipping costs for each item. There are 3 main 
categories of delivery options. 
 Free Delivery 
 No additonal amounts are added to the item’s price. 
 
 Fixed Price Charge 

You always add this amount to each item’s price. You can also enter a price at which the 
item has free delivery. 

 
 Calculated Delivery Charge 

The delivery charges are calculated using the settings that you specified within Actinic. You must select 
a single option for Calculate by, Zone, Class and any Free delivery.  

 
Options (Category, Type, Condition, etc). 
Each of your products must have certain fields assigned to them. A detailed explanation of the feed options is 
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discussed in the Feed Generation section of the Technical Guide for Kelkoo Merchants (available from the main 
Kelkoo Merchant pages). 
 
All fields with a * by them are mandatory (they must be present for a product being advertised on Kelkoo). You 
can’t remove these options. You can provide additional options for a product. These can be used to provide 
additional information for your products. 
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When you edit a product option you are shown the following dialog : 
 

 
 
Variable 
 
The variable being assigned a value is shown in the Variable area. If this can’t be changed it is greyed out. If it is 
a custom variable you can change the name. 
 
If you select a Custom Variable you can enter any name that to use as a property of your product(s). This can be 
any word that will be used to provide information on your product. 
 
NOTE: If you want to override the default values generated from your Actinic product details you can do this by 
supplying your own values (fixed or from a CustomVar). You can override the following values by defining a 
Custom Variable (in the Variable section). For example,  to use a different image for the product when displayed 
in Kelkoo (from your Actinic shop) you would define a Custom Variable called Image. You would then define a 
fixed value or use a CustomVar to get the image to display (for example, 
http://www.ObeliskHoldings.TV/graphics/house3.gif). 
 

UniqueCode 
This defaults to the Actinic product ID. 
 
FieldD 
Name of product. This defaults to the product name provided in Actinic. 
 
Decription 
Description of product. This defaults to the main product description defined in Actinic. 
 
Image 
Image to use for the product. This defaults to the image defined in Actinic for the product. 
 
LinkToProduct 
HTML page to display when the product is clicked on. This defaults to the product page within your 
Actinic shop. 
 
Price 
Cost of the product. This defaults to the calculated price within Actinic. 
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DeliveryCost 
The calculated delivery cost. This defaults to the cost calculated based upon your Actinic shipping 
settings. 

 
Value 
Depending upon the option chosen you are either shown a list of available options or can enter freeform text. If 
Use CustomVar has been selected you should select a CustomVar (defined within Actinic and values assigned 
for each product) to retrieve the information from it. If you are using Actinic V8 you would create CustomVars by 
creating Variables in the Design Library. You would normally create these in the General Group. Also add in a 
Default value to use for the product. This will be used if a Custom Var hasn’t been used for a product. 
 

Advanced features 
If you want to use the values created by the Product Mash in different fields than the default ones you can use 
the following macros to substitute these values. For example, if you want the Actinic description to appear as the 
item’s title you should define a fixed value for the title as !!Description!!. 
 
Another example is shown below where Kelkoo requires FieldD to be the manufacturers part no. rather than the 
product’s description. This website has the Actinic product ID defined as the manufacturers part no.. 
 

 
 
The other values that can be used as substitutions in any of the created fields are : 
 
There are more advanced ways to include information from Actinic (or from different fields). See the Advanced 
Features section for more details 
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Kelkoo Free Trial 
 

 
 
Kelkoo requires that your product details include their availability and include delivery (shipping) costs. 
 
Output Filename 
Type in the name of the file to store the Kelkoo information to (including the directory). This is the name of the 
file that Kelkoo will be expecting on their website.  
 
NOTE : At the moment you have to manually select the file from the Kelkoo website. The Server to upload to 
options are included to cater for any future changes to the Kelkoo Free Trial that will allow automatic upload (as 
the Kelkoo Merchant Feed allows). 
 
Availability 
You can select your stock availability from the following options.  
 In stock 
 Stock on order 
 Check site 
 Pre-order 
 Available on order 
 
 
 
Delivery Costs 
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The options in this section are used to define the possible shipping costs for each item. There are 3 main 
categories of delivery options. 
 Free Delivery 
 No additonal amounts are added to the item’s price. 
 
 Fixed Price Charge 
 You always add this amount to each item’s price. You can enter a price at which the 
  delivery is free. 
 
 Calculated Delivery Charge 

The delivery charges are calculated using the settings that you specified within Actinic. You must select 
a single option for Calculate by, Zone, Class and any Free delivery.  

 
 
Products to Include 
You can choose which products to include based upon a custom variable. This is very similar to the Exclude 
from Froogle Feed/Google Product Search Data Feed setting within Actinic.If you tick Check value before 
including you can choose a custom variable (clicking on the Set button) you are shown the following dialog: 
 

 
 
 
You can then select the custom variable to use to determine if you want to include this product in the feed. You 
can set the default value to True (include in feed) or False (don't include in feed). This value will be used if a 
custom variable value has not been assigned to a product. 
 
Note: When you create a custom value you should set its type to True/False. 
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Affiliate Window 
 

 
 
Products to Include 
You can choose which products to include based upon a custom variable. This is very similar to the Exclude 
from Froogle Feed/Google Product Search Data Feed setting within Actinic.If you tick Check value before 
including you can choose a custom variable (clicking on the Set button) you are shown the following dialog: 
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You can then select the custom variable to use to determine if you want to include this product in the feed. You 
can set the default value to True (include in feed) or False (don't include in feed). This value will be used if a 
custom variable value has not been assigned to a product. 
 
Note: When you create a custom value you should set its type to True/False. 
 
 
 
Affiliate Window allows you to provide additional information for each product not defined within Actinic. You can 
either use the same fixed phrase (or word) for all products or if you want to have different text for each product 
you can define Actinic Custom Vars. The additional information that can be supplied for each product is : 
 
 Category (Mandatory) 
 You can define the Category in the folllowing ways 
  Text 
  A fixed sentence to use for all products 
 
  CustomVar 
  You can define a Custom Var in Actinic and assign a unique value to the product. 

When you choose this option you need to press the Set button. You can then select the custom 
var and a default value (if one is not defined for the product). If you are using Actinic V8 you 
would create CustomVars by creating Variables in the Design Library. You would normally 
create these in the General Group. 
 

  Section Name 
  You can use the category name from a section that the product is under. You can 

get the name of the section from the following : 
 Parent 
  Use the name of the product’s section. 
 
 Parent Level Minus 

Use a particular parent above the product’s parent section. You can enter the 
number of sections above the product to use. If there are not enough parent 
levels above the product, the top most level is used. 
 

 Parent At Level  
Type in a section to use, where 0 is the top most level, 1 the next level down 
etc.. If the level selected does not exist the parent section of the product is 
used. 

   
  Section Path 
  Use the section path to use to get to the product. For example, 

Shoes > Mens > Black. 
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 Manufacturer 
 You can add manufacturer information for your products in the following ways : 
  
  Text 
  The same manufacturer to use for all products 
 
  CustomVar 
  You can define a Custom Var in Actinic and assign a unique value to the product. 

When you choose this option you need to press the Set button. You can then select the custom 
var and a default value (if one is not defined for the product). If you are using Actinic V8 you 
would create CustomVars by creating Variables in the Design Library. You would normally 
create these in the General Group. 
 

  Section Name 
You can use the category name from a section that the product is under. If your shop is 
arranged by manufacturer this is the best option to use. You can get the name of the section 
from the following : 
 Parent 
  Use the name of the product’s section. 
 
 Parent Level Minus 

Use a particular parent above the product’s parent section. You can enter the 
number of sections above the product to use. If there are not enough parent 
levels above the product, the top most level is used. 
 

 
 Parent At Level  

Type in a section to use, where 0 is the top most level, 1 the next level down 
etc.. If the level selected does not exist the parent section of the product is 
used. 

   
  Section Path 
  Use the section path to use to get to the product. For example, 

White Goods > Fridges > Miele. 
 
 

Delivery Period 
You can add your delivery times for your products. If you have the same delivery times for all products 
use the text option. If most of the products have the same delivery times with a few having different 
times (e.g. larger items that use a different courier) use the CustomVar option and set the default value 
to be the most commonly used delivery time text.  You can add manufacturer information for your 
products in the following ways : 
 

  Text 
  The delivery period to use for all products 
 
  CustomVar 
  You can define a Custom Var in Actinic and assign a unique value to the product. 

When you choose this option you need to press the Set button. You can then select the custom 
var and a default value (if one is not defined for the product). If you are using Actinic V8 you 
would create CustomVars by creating Variables in the Design Library. You would normally 
create these in the General Group. 
 

  Section Name 
You can use the category name from a section that the product is under. You can get the name 
of the section from the following : 
 Parent 
  Use the name of the product’s section. 
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 Parent Level Minus 

Use a particular parent above the product’s parent section. You can enter the 
number of sections above the product to use. If there are not enough parent 
levels above the product the top most level is used. 
 

 Parent At Level  
Type in a section to use, where 0 is the top most level, 1 the next level down 
etc.. If the level selected does not exist the parent section of the product is 
used. 

   
  Section Path 
  Use the section path to use to get to the product. For example, 

Birthdays > Cards > Next Day Shipping. 
 
 

Reference 
You can choose to use a unique reference for each product. You can either use your already defined 
Actinic product reference or a separately defined value.  
 
You can add the reference information for your products in the following ways : 
 

  Use Product Ref 
  Use the Actinic product reference. 
 
  CustomVar 
  You can define a Custom Var in Actinic and assign a unique value to the product. 

When you choose this option you need to press the Set button. You can then select the custom 
var and a default value (if one is not defined for the product). If you are using Actinic V8 you 
would create CustomVars by creating Variables in the Design Library. You would normally 
create these in the General Group. This can be useful if you want people to be able to see the 
manufacturers product reference. 
 

 
Promo Text 
If you want to add specific advertising text to all of your products this can be entered. For example, ‘Ideal 
for Fathers’ Day’. 
 
Language 
The language that your website is in. For example, English. 

 
There are more advanced ways to include information from Actinic (or from different fields). See the Advanced 
Features section for more details  
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Shopzilla 
 

 
 
The Shopzilla feed creates a feed file that contains the products from your shop. Shopzilla contains up to 15 
pieces of information about each of your products, the majority of this information is taken from the Actinic 
database. Any additional information can be defined on a shop basis (for all products) or on a product basis 
(using custom vars). 
 
Output Filename 
Type in the name of the file to store the Shopzilla information to (including the directory). This is the name of the 
file that Shopzilla will be expecting on their website (name registered when your Shopzilla account was set-up). 
This file must end with .txt (e.g. shopzilla.txt). 
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Products to Include 
You can choose which products to include based upon a custom variable. This is very similar to the Exclude 
from Froogle Feed/Google Product Search Data Feed setting within Actinic.If you tick Check value before 
including you can choose a custom variable (clicking on the Set button) you are shown the following dialog: 
 

 
 
 
You can then select the custom variable to use to determine if you want to include this product in the feed. You 
can set the default value to True (include in feed) or False (don't include in feed). This value will be used if a 
custom variable value has not been assigned to a product. 
 
Note: When you create a custom value you should set its type to True/False. 
 
 
Server to upload Shopzilla Feed to 
The default server and the main Shopzilla server is ftp.shopzilla.com. Leave the connection type as Use passive 
FTP unless you have problems connecting to the server. 
 
The Username and Password are the name and password that were created for you when you set-up your FTP 
access on the Shopzilla website. 
 
Delivery Costs 
The options in this section are used to define the possible shipping costs for each item. There are 3 main 
categories of delivery options. 
 Free Delivery 
 No additonal amounts are added to the item’s price. 
 
 Fixed Price Charge 
 You always add this amount to each item’s price. You can enter a price at which the 
  delivery is free. 
 
 Calculated Delivery Charge 

The delivery charges are calculated using the settings that you specified within Actinic. You must select 
a single option for Calculate by, Zone, Class and any Free delivery.  

 
 
Custom Properties 
You can Add, Edit or Amend your property. When you Add or Edit a property the following dialog is displayed : 
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Variable 
The property type can either be a standard Shopzilla type or you can specify your own. In the example, a shop is 
selling items from different manufacturers so the manufacturer is picked up from the product’s Manufacturer 
Custom Variable. 
 
 
 
NOTE : If you want to override the default values generated from your Actinic product details you can do this by 
supplying your own values (fixed or from a CustomVar). You can override the following values by selecting the 
relevant Standard Variable (in the Variable section). For example,  to use a different image for the product when 
displayed in Shopzilla (from your Actinic shop) you would select the Image Standard Variable. You would then 
define a fixed value or use a CustomVar to get the image to display (for example, 
http://www.ObeliskHoldings.TV/graphics/house3.gif). 
 

Title 
Name of product. This defaults to the product name provided in Actinic. 
 
Description 
Description of product. This defaults to the main product description defined in Actinic. 
 
Image 
Image to use for the product. This defaults to the image defined in Actinic for the product. 
 
Link 
HTML page to display when the product is clicked on. This defaults to the product page within your 
Actinic shop. 
 
Price 
Cost of the product. This defaults to the calculated price within Actinic. 
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Value 
To have the same value for all of your products select the Use Text option. To have a different value for a shop 
section select Section under Type. To have a different value for each product select Product as Type. If Use 
CustomVar has been selected you should select a CustomVar (defined within Actinic and values assigned for 
each product) to retrieve the information from.  
If you are using Actinic V8 you would create CustomVars by creating Variables in the Design Library. You would 
normally create these in the General Group. Also add in a Default value to use for the product. This will be used 
if a Custom Var hasn’t been used for a product. 
 
There are more advanced ways to include information from Actinic (or from different fields). See the Advanced 
Features section for more details 
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Yahoo Sitemap 
 

 
 
Output Filename 
Type in the name of the file to store the Yahoo site information to (including the directory). The filename must be 
urllist.txt. 
 
Server to upload Yahoo Sitemap feed to : 
 
Click on the Get Actinic Settings to use the same settings as your Actinic website. 
 
Enter the name of your webserver. This is the server that you would normally upload your Actinic shop to. Leave 
the connection type as Use passive FTP unless you have problems connecting to the server. 
 
Path to root : 
The path from the root of your server to where your homepage (and sitemap) is located. You can normally leave 
this blank (if your ftp server has been set-up to go to your root directory after logging in). If it hasn’t been set-up 
you can use FTP to login to your server to find out the correct path. Use the following procedure : 

9. Run a command shell (press Start and select Run then type cmd.exe and press return) 
10. Type ftp, followed by your server name, and press return 
11. Type your username for your server and press return. This is the name that you type in in the ftp 

settings in the Actinic network settings. 
12. Type in the password and press enter. Note that the characters typed are not shown. 
13. Type in ls and press ‘Enter’. This lists the directories. 
14. Then go into the directory that contains your main website, by typing cd {directory name} and press 

‘Enter’. 
15. Repeat from step 5 until the main page has been found then go to step 8. 
16. Type in pwd. This is the path to your root directory.  
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You should enter Username and Password that you use for you Actinic FTP network settings. 
 
Once your fil has been uploaded to your website click on the Click here to show Yahoo Sitemap website and 
type in the path to your urllist.txt file and submit this to Yahoo. 
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Ebay 
 

 
 
The 3 main Ebay product feeds can be created from the Product Mash (for Turbo Lister, Selling Manager Pro 
and Spoonfeeder). 
 
By default, when using the Ebay feed(s) your Actinic products are imported into Ebay as fixed price 10 day 
auctions and accepting Paypal, cheques and Credit cards as payment. Before you can upload any of your feeds 
you need to define your Location (the Location – City/State field) and your Paypal email address. If any of this 
information isn’t correct or you want to change the format you can amend the Properties used. There are a large 
number of fields that can be defined for your products, these are explained, in detail, on the appropriate Ebay 
prouct site. The majority are self explanatory, e,g, , Accept Paypal, where the choice of values is Yes (1) or 
No(1). 
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Output Filename 
Type in the name of the file to store the Ebay information to (including the directory). The file should end with 
csv, for example, ebay.csv. Once the feed file has been created this needs to be imported into the appropriate 
Ebay product. A brief explanation of how to do this for each product is described below, more details are 
available on the appropriate product’s website. 
 
Products to Include 
You can choose which products to include based upon a custom variable. This is very similar to the Exclude 
from Froogle Feed/Google Product Search Data Feed setting within Actinic.If you tick Check value before 
including you can choose a custom variable (clicking on the Set button) you are shown the following dialog: 
 

 
 
 
You can then select the custom variable to use to determine if you want to include this product in the feed. You 
can set the default value to True (include in feed) or False (don't include in feed). This value will be used if a 
custom variable value has not been assigned to a product. 
 
Note: When you create a custom value you should set its type to True/False. 
 
 
 

Getting the items into your Ebay product 
 
Turbo Lister 
The current major released version of Turbo Lister is 2 (known as Turbo Lister 2). After running the program, 
Under the File menu, select Import items and then From File. Simply select the file that has been created by the 
product mash (in the example shown , ebay.csv). 
 
When you import items into Turbo Lister they are created in a folder which contains the file imported with the 
number of items imported. If you import the same product more than once it will be created as a new product 
each time. You can move items between the folders once imported. 
 
Once the products have been imported you can assign any specific details for the products (depending upon the 
Ebay category chosen). This can be done by selecting Edit Item Specifics (or using Ctrl I). 
 
 
Spoonfeeder 
After running the main Spoonfeeder program, under the Tools menu select Import from csv file format and select 
the appropriate file produce from the Product Mash, the example, ebay.csv. This will create an aie file for each 
product imported. These are the way products are stored in Spoonfeeder. These products can then be treated in 
the same way as normal Spoonfeeder products. 
 
NOTE : Spoonfeeder will not import the images associated with your Actinic products. Spoonfeeder stores (and 
references) all files locally and prefers users to use their approach to displaying images. This can be beneficial to 
as it reduces Ebay listing fees. If your Actinic description references images this will also reduce Ebay fees (and 
require little or no change for Spoonfeeder products). 
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Delivery Costs 
The options in this section are used to define the possible shipping costs for each item. There are 3 main 
categories of delivery options. 
 Free Delivery 
 No additonal amounts are added to the item’s price. 
 
 Fixed Price Charge 
 You always add this amount to each item’s price. You can enter a price at which the 
  delivery is free. 
 
 Calculated Delivery Charge 

The delivery charges are calculated using the settings that you specified within Actinic. You must select 
a single option for Calculate by, Zone, Class and any Free delivery.  

 
 
 
 
 
To use calculated delivery costs you should add either of the following fields with a blank value : 
 
Shipping & Handling(s) 
ShippingRate 
 
If you wish to override these you can specify custom variables. 
 
 
Properties 
You can Add, Edit or Amend your property. When you Add or Edit a property the following dialog is displayed : 
 

 
 
Variable 
The property type can either be a standard Ebay type or you can specify your own.  
 
NOTE : If you want to override the default values generated from your Actinic product details you can do this by 
supplying your own values (fixed or from a CustomVar). You can override the following values by selecting the 
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relevant Standard Variable (in the Variable section). For example,  to use a different image for the product when 
displayed in Ebay (from your Actinic shop) you would select the Image Standard Variable. You would then define 
a fixed value or use a CustomVar to get the image to display (for example, 
http://www.ObeliskHoldings.TV/graphics/house3.gif). 
 

Title 
Name of product. This defaults to the product name provided in Actinic. 
 
Description 
Description of product. This defaults to the main product description defined in Actinic. 
 
PicURL 
Image to use for the product. This defaults to the image defined in Actinic for the product. 
 
Link 
HTML page to display when the product is clicked on. This defaults to the product page within your 
Actinic shop. 
 
Starting Price 
Cost of the product. This defaults to the calculated price within Actinic. 
 
SMPPartNumber(s) or Custom Label(T) 
Unique identifier for the product. This defaults to the Actinic product reference. SMPPartNumber(s) is 
used for Selling Manager Pro and Custom Label(T) for Turbo Lister. 

 
 
Value 
To have the same value for all of your products select the Use Text option. To have a different value for a shop 
section select Section under Type. To have a different value for each product select Product as Type. If Use 
CustomVar has been selected you should select a CustomVar (defined within Actinic and values assigned for 
each product) to retrieve the information from.  
If you are using Actinic V8 you would create CustomVars by creating Variables in the Design Library. You would 
normally create these in the General Group. Also add in a Default value to use for the product. This will be used 
if a Custom Var hasn’t been used for a product. 
 
There are more advanced ways to include information from Actinic (or from different fields). See the Advanced 
Features section for more details 
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Amazon Marketplace Pro-Merchant 
 

 
 
The 2 main Amazon product feeds can be created from the Product Mash (for Marketplace and ZShops). 
 
 
By default, when using the Amazon feed(s) your Actinic products are imported into Amazon as Marketplace 
products (i.e. products that Amazon already sells). By default all items are new and you will only ship to the UK. 
You can change these by double clicking on the relevant items or selecting the item and clicking on the Edit 
button. You will have to assign each of your products an Amazon ASIN code. This is a code that Amazon has 
defined and will use to see where to list your products. You should define a CustomVar for each of your products 
with this value and then set-up the product-id to use this value (as shown above). If you do not know the 
Amazon code you can initially use the barcode number of the product, Amazon will reply with their number to 
use. If you are using creating a Zshop feed you will also have to define a category. This is a number that you can 
find by clicking on the Click here to show Amazon categories link. 
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Output Filename 
Type in the name of the file to store the Amazon information to (including the directory). The file should end with 
txt, for example, amazon.txt. Once the feed file has been created this needs to be imported into Amazon (or sent 
to the relevant Amazon account manager). Details of this can be found when you sign up for an Amazon 
account. 
 
Products to Include 
You can choose which products to include based upon a custom variable. This is very similar to the Exclude 
from Froogle Feed/Google Product Search Data Feed setting within Actinic.If you tick Check value before 
including you can choose a custom variable (clicking on the Set button) you are shown the following dialog: 
 

 
 
 
You can then select the custom variable to use to determine if you want to include this product in the feed. You 
can set the default value to True (include in feed) or False (don't include in feed). This value will be used if a 
custom variable value has not been assigned to a product. 
 
Note: When you create a custom value you should set its type to True/False. 
 
 
Delivery Costs (Zshop only) 
If you are using a Zshop you can choose to specify delivery costs. This can be based upon your Actinic shipping 
rates. If you using Marketplace you must use the Amazon shipping model (and is fixed by Amazon). 
 
The options in this section are used to define the possible shipping costs for each item. There are 3 main 
categories of delivery options. 
 Free Delivery 
 No additonal amounts are added to the item’s price. 
 
 Fixed Price Charge 
 You always add this amount to each item’s price. You can enter a price at which the 
  delivery is free. 
 
 Calculated Delivery Charge 

The delivery charges are calculated using the settings that you specified within Actinic. You must select 
a single option for Calculate by, Zone, Class and any Free delivery.  

 
 
If you wish to override these you can specify custom variables. 
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Properties 
You can Add, Edit or Amend your property. When you Add or Edit a property the following dialog is displayed : 
 

 
 
Variable 
The property type can either be a standard Amazon type or you can specify your own.  
 
NOTE : If you want to override the default values generated from your Actinic product details you can do this by 
supplying your own values (fixed or from a CustomVar). You can override the following values by selecting the 
relevant Standard Variable (in the Variable section). For example,  to use a different image for the product when 
displayed in Amazon (from your Actinic shop) you would select the image-url(Z) Variable. You would then define 
a fixed value or use a CustomVar to get the image to display (for example, 
http://www.ObeliskHoldings.TV/graphics/house3.gif). 
 

item-name(Z) 
Name of product. This defaults to the product name provided in Actinic. 
 
item-description(Z) 
Description of product. This defaults to the main product description defined in Actinic. 
 
image-url(Z) 
Image to use for the product. This defaults to the image defined in Actinic for the product. 
 
price 
Cost of the product. This defaults to the calculated price within Actinic. 
 
sku 
Unique identifier for the product. This defaults to the Actinic product reference. 
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Value 
To have the same value for all of your products select the Use Text option. To have a different value for a shop 
section select Section under Type. To have a different value for each product select Product as Type. If Use 
CustomVar has been selected you should select a CustomVar (defined within Actinic and values assigned for 
each product) to retrieve the information from.  
If you are using Actinic V8 you would create CustomVars by creating Variables in the Design Library. You would 
normally create these in the General Group. Also add in a Default value to use for the product. This will be used 
if a Custom Var hasn’t been used for a product. 
 
There are more advanced ways to include information from Actinic (or from different fields). See the Advanced 
Features section for more details 
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Amazon SellerCentral 
 

 
 
 
Amazon’s Seller Central went live in November 2006. Most new merchants are assigned this seller platform. 
Existing customers are gradually being moved onto this platform. 
 
Using this platform you can list existing products that Amazon sell (that you also want to) and also ones that they 
don’t. You need the barcode of the product, known as the EAN (or ISBN for books) if they don’t currently sell it. 
Amazon will create a new Amazon product for you (and assign it an ASIN (Amazon unique product code)). If 
someone else wants to sell the same product they would use this ASIN and be listed next to yours (and 
effectively compete with you, mainly on price). 
 
 
Output Filename 
Type in the name of the file to store the Amazon information to (including the directory). The file should end with 
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txt, for example, amazon.txt. Once the feed file has been created this needs to be imported into Amazon (or sent 
to the relevant Amazon account manager). Details of this can be found when you sign up for an Amazon 
account. 
 
Delivery Costs 
Amazon now allows you to define your own shipping model. At the present time this has to be set-up in your 
Seller Central account. This has been provided here so that you can include these values in your feeds in your 
description or bullet points (or any other areas), if required. 
 
The options in this section are used to define the possible shipping costs for each item. There are 3 main 
categories of delivery options. 
 Free Delivery 
 No additonal amounts are added to the item’s price. 
 
 Fixed Price Charge 
 You always add this amount to each item’s price. You can enter a price at which the 
  delivery is free. 
 
 Calculated Delivery Charge 

The delivery charges are calculated using the settings that you specified within Actinic. You must select 
a single option for Calculate by, Zone, Class and any Free delivery.  

 
 
If you wish to override these you can specify custom variables. 
 
Products to Include 
You can choose which products to include based upon a custom variable. This is very similar to the Exclude 
from Froogle Feed/Google Product Search Data Feed setting within Actinic.If you tick Check value before 
including you can choose a custom variable (clicking on the Set button) you are shown the following dialog: 
 

 
 
 
You can then select the custom variable to use to determine if you want to include this product in the feed. You 
can set the default value to True (include in feed) or False (don't include in feed). This value will be used if a 
custom variable value has not been assigned to a product. 
 
Note: When you create a custom value you should set its type to True/False. 
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Properties 
You can Add, Edit or Amend your property. When you Add or Edit a property the following dialog is displayed : 
 

 
 
Variable 
The property type can either be a standard Amazon type or you can specify your own.  
 
NOTE : If you want to override the default values generated from your Actinic product details you can do this by 
supplying your own values (fixed or from a CustomVar). You can override the following values by selecting the 
relevant Standard Variable (in the Variable section). For example,  to use a different image for the product when 
displayed in Amazon (from your Actinic shop) you would select the main-image-url Variable. You would then 
define a fixed value or use a CustomVar to get the image to display (for example, 
http://www.ObeliskHoldings.TV/graphics/house3.gif). 
 

title 
Name of product. This defaults to the product name provided in Actinic. 
 
description 
Description of product. This defaults to the main product description defined in Actinic. 
 
main-image-url 
Image to use for the product. This defaults to the image defined in Actinic for the product. 
 
item-price 
Cost of the product. This defaults to the calculated price within Actinic. 
 
sku 
Unique identifier for the product. This defaults to the Actinic product reference. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Value 
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To have the same value for all of your products select the Use Text option. To have a different value for a shop 
section select Section under Type. To have a different value for each product select Product as Type. If Use 
CustomVar has been selected you should select a CustomVar (defined within Actinic and values assigned for 
each product) to retrieve the information from.  
If you are using Actinic V8 you would create CustomVars by creating Variables in the Design Library. You would 
normally create these in the General Group. Also add in a Default value to use for the product. This will be used 
if a Custom Var hasn’t been used for a product. 
 

Advanced features 
If you want to use the values created by the Product Mash in different fields than the default ones you can use 
the following macros to substitute these values. For example, if you want the Actinic title as an Amazon search 
term you should define a fixed value for search-terms1 as !!title!!, as shown below : 

 
 

 
 
The other values that can be used as substitutions in any of the created fields are : 
 
There are more advanced ways to include information from Actinic (or from different fields). See the Advanced 
Features section for more details 
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PriceRunner 
 

 
 
The PriceRunner feed is hosted on your server and polled (and read) by the PriceRunner servers at regular 
intervals on an hourly or daily basis. 
 
Output Filename 
Type in the name of the file to store the PriceRunner information to (including the directory). This is the name of 
the file that PriceRunner will be expecting on your website (name registered when your PriceRunner account 
was set-up). This file must end with .xml (e.g. PriceRunner.xml). 
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Products to Include 
You can choose which products to include based upon a custom variable. This is very similar to the Exclude 
from Froogle Feed/Google Product Search Data Feed setting within Actinic.If you tick Check value before 
including you can choose a custom variable (clicking on the Set button) you are shown the following dialog: 
 

 
 
 
You can then select the custom variable to use to determine if you want to include this product in the feed. You 
can set the default value to True (include in feed) or False (don't include in feed). This value will be used if a 
custom variable value has not been assigned to a product. 
 
Note: When you create a custom value you should set its type to True/False. 
 
 
Server to upload PriceRunner Feed to 
 
Click on the Get Actinic Settings to use the same settings as your Actinic website. 
It is best to host this on your own server (maybe in a subdirectory, for example, feeds. Leave the connection type 
as Use passive FTP unless you have problems connecting to the server. 
 
The Username and Password are the name and password that you use within Actinic to upload your site (if you 
are hosting the file on your own server). 
 
 
Delivery Costs 
The options in this section are used to define the possible shipping costs for each item. There are 3 main 
categories of delivery options. 
 Free Delivery 
 No additonal amounts are added to the item’s price. 
 
 Fixed Price Charge 
 You always add this amount to each item’s price. You can enter a price at which the 
  delivery is free. 
 
 Calculated Delivery Charge 

The delivery charges are calculated using the settings that you specified within Actinic. You must select 
a single option for Calculate by, Zone, Class and any Free delivery.  

 
 
Properties 
You can Add, Edit or Amend your properties. When you Add or Edit a property the following dialog is displayed : 
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Variable 
The property type can either be a standard PriceRunner type or you can specify your own. In the example, a 
shop is selling items from different manufacturers so the manufacturer is picked up from the product’s Brand 
Custom Variable. 
 
NOTE : If you want to override the default values generated from your Actinic product details you can do this by 
supplying your own values (fixed or from a CustomVar). You can override the following values by selecting the 
relevant Standard Variable (in the Variable section). For example,  to use a different image for the product when 
displayed in PriceRunner (from your Actinic shop) you would select the GraphicURL Standard Variable. You 
would then define a fixed value or use a CustomVar to get the image to display (for example, 
http://www.ObeliskHoldings.TV/graphics/house3.gif). 
 

Productname 
Name of product. This defaults to the product name provided in Actinic. 
 
Description 
Description of product. This defaults to the main product description defined in Actinic. 
 
GraphicURL 
Image to use for the product. This defaults to the image defined in Actinic for the product. 
 
ProductURL 
HTML page to display when the product is clicked on. This defaults to the product page within your 
Actinic shop. 
 
Price 
Cost of the product. This defaults to the calculated price within Actinic. 
 
SKU 
Your own product ID.  This defaults to the Actinic product code. 
 
ShippingCost 
Shipping cost.  This defaults to the calculated shipping cost. 
 

 
Value 
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To have the same value for all of your products select the Use Text option. To have a different value for a shop 
section select Section under Type. To have a different value for each product select Product as Type. If Use 
CustomVar has been selected you should select a CustomVar (defined within Actinic and values assigned for 
each product) to retrieve the information from.  
If you are using Actinic V8 you would create CustomVars by creating Variables in the Design Library. You would 
normally create these in the General Group. Also add in a Default value to use for the product. This will be used 
if a Custom Var hasn’t been used for a product. 
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Advanced features 
If you want to use the values created by the Product Mash in different fields than the default ones you can use 
the following macros to substitute these values. For example, if you want the Actinic description to appear as the 
item’s title you should define a fixed value for the title as !!Description!!. 
 
Another example is shown below to use the Actinic product ID as the manufacturersSKU 
 

 
 
The other values that can be used as substitutions in any of the created fields are : 
 
There are more advanced ways to include information from Actinic (or from different fields). See the Advanced 
Features section for more details. 
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Paid On Results 
 

 
 
The Paid On Results feed is hosted on your server and polled (and read) by the Paid On Results servers at 
regular intervals. 
 
With Paid On Results you can add your own properties that can provide more useful information to your 
affiliates. To do this click on the Add button and give your property an approproate name. 
 
Output Filename 
Type in the name of the file to store the Paid On Results information to (including the directory). This is the name 
of the file that Paid On Results will be expecting on your website (name registered when your Paid On Results 
account was set-up). This file must end with .csv (e.g. PaidOnResults.csv). 
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Products to Include 
You can choose which products to include based upon a custom variable. This is very similar to the Exclude 
from Froogle Feed/Google Product Search Data Feed setting within Actinic.If you tick Check value before 
including you can choose a custom variable (clicking on the Set button) you are shown the following dialog: 
 

 
 
 
You can then select the custom variable to use to determine if you want to include this product in the feed. You 
can set the default value to True (include in feed) or False (don't include in feed). This value will be used if a 
custom variable value has not been assigned to a product. 
 
Note: When you create a custom value you should set its type to True/False. 
 
 
Server to upload PaidOnResults Feed to 
 
Click on the Get Actinic Settings to use the same settings as your Actinic website. 
 
It is best to host this on your own server (maybe in a subdirectory, for example, feeds. Leave the connection type 
as Use passive FTP unless you have problems connecting to the server. 
 
The Username and Password are the name and password that you use within Actinic to upload your site (if you 
are hosting the file on your own server). 
 
 
Delivery Costs 
Delivery costs are not required for Paid On Results. However, if you want to, you can include this information in 
your own product details or as a separate custom field. To use this value, as either within other text or as a 
separate item use the macro !!DeliveryCost!!. 
 
The options in this section are used to define the possible shipping costs for each item. There are 3 main 
categories of delivery options. 
 Free Delivery 
 No additonal amounts are added to the item’s price. 
 
 Fixed Price Charge 
 You always add this amount to each item’s price. You can enter a price at which the 
  delivery is free. 
 
 Calculated Delivery Charge 

The delivery charges are calculated using the settings that you specified within Actinic. You must select 
a single option for Calculate by, Zone, Class and any Free delivery.  
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Properties 
You can Add, Edit or Amend your properties. When you Add or Edit a property the following dialog is displayed : 
 

 
 
Variable 
The property type can either be a standard Paid On Results type or you can specify your own. In the example, a 
shop is selling items from different manufacturers so the manufacturer is picked up from the product’s Brand 
Custom Variable. 
 
NOTE : If you want to override the default values generated from your Actinic product details you can do this by 
supplying your own values (fixed or from a CustomVar). You can override the following values by selecting the 
relevant Standard Variable (in the Variable section). For example,  to use a different image for the product when 
displayed in Paid On Results (from your Actinic shop) you would select the Image URL Standard Variable. You 
would then define a fixed value or use a CustomVar to get the image to display (for example, 
http://www.ObeliskHoldings.TV/graphics/house3.gif). 
 

Product Name 
Name of product. This defaults to the product name provided in Actinic. 
 
Description 
Description of product. This defaults to the main product description defined in Actinic. 
 
Image URL 
Image to use for the product. This defaults to the image defined in Actinic for the product. 
 
Product URL 
HTML page to display when the product is clicked on. This defaults to the product page within your 
Actinic shop. 
 
Product Price 
Cost of the product. This defaults to the calculated price within Actinic. 
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Value 
To have the same value for all of your products select the Use Text option. To have a different value for a shop 
section select Section under Type. To have a different value for each product select Product as Type. If Use 
CustomVar has been selected you should select a CustomVar (defined within Actinic and values assigned for 
each product) to retrieve the information from.  
If you are using Actinic V8 you would create CustomVars by creating Variables in the Design Library. You would 
normally create these in the General Group. Also add in a Default value to use for the product. This will be used 
if a Custom Var hasn’t been used for a product. 
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Advanced features 
If you want to use the values created by the Product Mash in different fields than the default ones you can use 
the following macros to substitute these values. For example, if you want the Actinic description to appear as the 
item’s name you should define a fixed value for the title as !!Description!!. 
 
Another example is shown below to use the Actinic calculated delivery cost as your custom field 
 

 
 
The other values that can be used as substitutions in any of the created fields are : 
 
There are more advanced ways to include information from Actinic (or from different fields). See the Advanced 
Features section for more details. 
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WebGains 
 

 
 
The WebGains feed is hosted on your server and polled (and read) by the WebGains servers at regular 
intervals. 
 
With WebGains you can add your own properties that can provide more useful information to your affiliates. To 
do this click on the Add button and give your property an approproate name. 
 
 
Output Filename 
Type in the name of the file to store the WebGains information to (including the directory). This is the name of 
the file that WebGains will be expecting on your website (name registered when your WebGains account was 
set-up). This file must end with .csv (e.g. WebGains.csv). 
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Products to Include 
You can choose which products to include based upon a custom variable. This is very similar to the Exclude 
from Froogle Feed/Google Product Search Data Feed setting within Actinic.If you tick Check value before 
including you can choose a custom variable (clicking on the Set button) you are shown the following dialog: 
 

 
 
 
You can then select the custom variable to use to determine if you want to include this product in the feed. You 
can set the default value to True (include in feed) or False (don't include in feed). This value will be used if a 
custom variable value has not been assigned to a product. 
 
Note: When you create a custom value you should set its type to True/False. 
 
 
Server to upload WebGains Feed to 
 
Click on the Get Actinic Settings to use the same settings as your Actinic website. 
 
It is best to host this on your own server (maybe in a subdirectory, for example, feeds. Leave the connection type 
as Use passive FTP unless you have problems connecting to the server. 
 
The Username and Password are the name and password that you use within Actinic to upload your site (if you 
are hosting the file on your own server). 
 
 
Delivery Costs 
The options in this section are used to define the possible shipping costs for each item. There are 3 main 
categories of delivery options. 
 Free Delivery 
 No additonal amounts are added to the item’s price. 
 
 Fixed Price Charge 
 You always add this amount to each item’s price. You can enter a price at which the 
  delivery is free. 
 
 Calculated Delivery Charge 

The delivery charges are calculated using the settings that you specified within Actinic. You must select 
a single option for Calculate by, Zone, Class and any Free delivery.  
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Properties 
You can Add, Edit or Amend your properties. When you Add or Edit a property the following dialog is displayed : 
 

 
 
Variable 
The property type can either be a standard WebGains type or you can specify your own. In the example, a shop 
is selling items with different brands so the brands are picked up from the product’s Title. 
 
NOTE : If you want to override the default values generated from your Actinic product details you can do this by 
supplying your own values (fixed or from a CustomVar). You can override the following values by selecting the 
relevant Standard Variable (in the Variable section). For example,  to use a different image for the product when 
displayed in WebGains (from your Actinic shop) you would select the image_URL Standard Variable. You would 
then define a fixed value or use a CustomVar to get the image to display (for example, 
http://www.ObeliskHoldings.TV/graphics/house3.gif). 
 

product_ID 
Name of product. This defaults to the product name provided in Actinic. 
 
product_name 
Description of product. This defaults to the main product description defined in Actinic. 
 
image_URL 
Image to use for the product. This defaults to the image defined in Actinic for the product. 
 
deeplink 
HTML page to display when the product is clicked on. This defaults to the product page within your 
Actinic shop. 
 
price 
Cost of the product. This defaults to the calculated price within Actinic. 
 
description 
Description of the product. This defaults to the Actinic product description. 
 
delivery_cost 
The calculated delivery cost. Theis is based upon the calculation specified in the options page. 
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Value 
To have the same value for all of your products select the Use Text option. To have a different value for a shop 
section select Section under Type. To have a different value for each product select Product as Type. If Use 
CustomVar has been selected you should select a CustomVar (defined within Actinic and values assigned for 
each product) to retrieve the information from.  
If you are using Actinic V8 you would create CustomVars by creating Variables in the Design Library. You would 
normally create these in the General Group. Also add in a Default value to use for the product. This will be used 
if a Custom Var hasn’t been used for a product. 
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Advanced features 
If you want to use the values created by the Product Mash in different fields than the default ones you can use 
the following macros to substitute these values. For example, if you want the Actinic description to appear as the 
item’s name you should define a fixed value for the title as !!Description!!. 
 
Another example is shown below to use the additional product information as the product’s description. 
 

 
 
The other values that can be used as substitutions in any of the created fields are : 
 
There are more advanced ways to include information from Actinic (or from different fields). See the Advanced 
Features section for more details 
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The Peoples Web 
 

 
 
The Peoples Web feed is hosted on their server. 
 
Output Filename 
Type in the name of the file to store the Peoples Web information to (including the directory). This is the name of 
the file that Peoples Web will be expecting on their server. This file must end with .csv (e.g. tpw.csv). 
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Products to Include 
You can choose which products to include based upon a custom variable. This is very similar to the Exclude 
from Froogle Feed/Google Product Search Data Feed setting within Actinic.If you tick Check value before 
including you can choose a custom variable (clicking on the Set button) you are shown the following dialog: 
 

 
 
 
You can then select the custom variable to use to determine if you want to include this product in the feed. You 
can set the default value to True (include in feed) or False (don't include in feed). This value will be used if a 
custom variable value has not been assigned to a product. 
 
Note: When you create a custom value you should set its type to True/False. 
 
 
Server to upload PeoplesWeb Feed to 
This will default to the Peoples Web server (currently ftp.thepeoplesweb.com). Leave the connection type as Use 
passive FTP unless you have problems connecting to the server. 
 
The Username and Password are supplied by The Peoples Web when you sign up to the Retail account. 
 
Delivery Costs 
The delivery costs are not used by the feed. However, you may decide to include them in your product details 
(by using !!DeliveryCost!! macro) 
 
The options in this section are used to define the possible shipping costs for each item. There are 3 main 
categories of delivery options. 
 Free Delivery 
 No additonal amounts are added to the item’s price. 
 
 Fixed Price Charge 
 You always add this amount to each item’s price. You can enter a price at which the 
  delivery is free. 
 
 Calculated Delivery Charge 

The delivery charges are calculated using the settings that you specified within Actinic. You must select 
a single option for Calculate by, Zone, Class and any Free delivery.  

 
 
Properties 
You can Add, Edit or Amend your properties. When you Add or Edit a property the following dialog is displayed : 
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Variable 
The property type can either be a standard Peoples Web type or you can specify your own (if not in the required 
format). In the example, a shop is selling items with different categories so the categories are picked up from the 
product’s Title. 
 
NOTE : If you want to override the default values generated from your Actinic product details you can do this by 
supplying your own values (fixed or from a CustomVar). You can override the following values by selecting the 
relevant Standard Variable (in the Variable section). For example,  to use a different image for the product when 
displayed in The Peoples Web (from your Actinic shop) you would select the Image. You would then define a 
fixed value or use a CustomVar to get the image to display (for example, 
http://www.ObeliskHoldings.TV/graphics/house3.gif). 
 

Item Ref 
Name of product. This defaults to the product name provided in Actinic. 
 
Product Description 
Description of product. This defaults to the main product description defined in Actinic. 
 
Image 
Image to use for the product. This defaults to the image defined in Actinic for the product. 
 
Product Link 
HTML page to display when the product is clicked on. This defaults to the product page within your 
Actinic shop. 
 
Value 
Cost of the product. This defaults to the calculated price within Actinic. 
 
Additional Information 
Description of the product. This defaults to the Actinic product description. 
 

Value 
To have the same value for all of your products select the Use Text option. To have a different value for a shop 
section select Section under Type. To have a different value for each product select Product as Type. If Use 
CustomVar has been selected you should select a CustomVar (defined within Actinic and values assigned for 
each product) to retrieve the information from.  
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If you are using Actinic V8 you would create CustomVars by creating Variables in the Design Library. You would 
normally create these in the General Group. Also add in a Default value to use for the product. This will be used 
if a Custom Var hasn’t been used for a product. 
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Advanced features 
If you want to use the values created by the Product Mash in different fields than the default ones you can use 
the following macros to substitute these values. For example, if you want the Actinic description to appear as the 
item’s name you should define a fixed value for the title as !!Description!!. 
 
Another example is shown below to include the delivery charges after the main product description. 
 

 
 
There are more advanced ways to include information from Actinic (or from different fields). See the Advanced 
Features section for more details 
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PlayTrade 
 

 
 
To sell one of your Actinic items on PlayTrade (Play.com) you need to know the PlayID or the EAN/ISBN (bar 
code number). When you submit your feed to Play.Com it will match your details to the existing products. To use 
this effectively you should define a custom var (or variable for Actinic V8 and above) that contains the required 
EAN or PlayID. If you are using Amazon you will probably already have this defined. 
 
 
Output Filename 
Type in the name of the file to store the PlayTrade information to (including the directory). The file should end 
with txt, for example, playtrade.txt. Once the feed file has been created this needs to be imported into PlayTrade.  
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To do this you should do the following: 
 
1 Login to your playtrade account (at www.playtrade.com)  
2 Click on My Account at the top of the page  
3 In the PlayTrade area at the left of the page click on Uploads  
4 In the Upload Management area select Inventory -Add/Modify/Delete  
5 Select your feed file in the Upload file box  
6 Click on Submit upload. You will be shown the number of items processed within a few minutes (or longer at 
busy times). This will be live on Play.com almost immediately. 
 
Delivery Costs 
This can be based upon your Actinic shipping rates. You can add these onto your existing Actinic prices to 
effectively have free shipping, which is a requirement of Play.com 
 
The options in this section are used to define the possible shipping costs for each item. There are 3 main 
categories of delivery options. 
 
 Free Delivery 
 No additonal amounts are added to the item’s price. 
 
 Fixed Price Charge 
 You always add this amount to each item’s price. You can enter a price at which the 
  delivery is free. 
 
 Calculated Delivery Charge 

The delivery charges are calculated using the settings that you specified within Actinic. You must select 
a single option for Calculate by, Zone, Class and any Free delivery.  

 
 
Products to Include 
You can choose which products to include based upon a custom variable. This is very similar to the Exclude 
from Froogle Feed/Google Product Search Data Feed setting within Actinic.If you tick Check value before 
including you can choose a custom variable (clicking on the Set button) you are shown the following dialog: 
 

 
 
 
You can then select the custom variable to use to determine if you want to include this product in the feed. You 
can set the default value to True (include in feed) or False (don't include in feed). This value will be used if a 
custom variable value has not been assigned to a product. 
 
Note: When you create a custom value you should set its type to True/False. 
 
 
Properties 
You can Add, Edit or Amend your properties. When you Add or Edit a property the following dialog is displayed : 
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Variable 
The property type can either be a standard PlayTrade type or you can specify your own.  
 
NOTE : If you want to override the default values generated from your Actinic product details you can do this by 
supplying your own values (fixed or from a CustomVar). You can override the following values by selecting the 
relevant Standard Variable (in the Variable section). For example,  to use different text for the product when 
displayed in PlayTrade (from your Actinic shop) you would select the comment Variable. You would then define 
a fixed value or use a CustomVar to get the text to display (for example, Free case with this game and Superfast 
delivery). 
 

comment 
Description of product. This defaults to the product name provided in Actinic description. These details 
would normally direct customers to your products. You can include additional information to your Actinic 
description by using a value of Superfast delivery - !!Description!!. 
 
delivered-price-gbp 
 
Cost of the product. This defaults to the calculated price within Actinic. You can add on the calculated 
shipping cost by ticking the Add delivery costs to prices. 
 
sku 
 
Unique identifier for the product. This defaults to the Actinic product reference. 
 
 

Value 
To have the same value for all of your products select the Use Text option. To have a different value for a shop 
section select Section under Type. To have a different value for each product select Product as Type. If Use 
CustomVar has been selected you should select a CustomVar (defined within Actinic and values assigned for 
each product) to retrieve the information from.  
If you are using Actinic V8 you would create CustomVars by creating Variables in the Design Library. You would 
normally create these in the General Group. Also add in a Default value to use for the product. This will be used 
if a Custom Var hasn’t been used for a product. 
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Advanced features 
If you want to use the values created by the Product Mash in different fields than the default ones you can use 
the following macros to substitute these values. For example, if you want the Actinic description to appear as the 
item’s name you should define a fixed value for the title as !!Description!!. 
 
Another example is shown below to include the delivery charges after the main product description. 
 

 
 
There are more advanced ways to include information from Actinic (or from different fields). See the Advanced 
Features section for more details 
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PriceGrabber 
 

 

 
The PriceGrabber feed is hosted either on your server or their server. When setting up your account you can 
decide the best location to store the file. The file is polled up to 6 times a dayby the PriceGrabber servers. 
 
Output Filename 
Type in the name of the file to store the PriceGrabber information to (including the directory). This is the name of 
the file that PriceGrabber will be expecting on your or their website (name registered when your PriceGrabber 
account was set-up). This file must end with .csv (e.g. PriceGrabber.csv). 
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Server to upload PriceGrabber Feed to 
Click on the Get Actinic Settings to use the same settings as your Actinic website. 
It is best to host this on their server. Leave the connection type as Use passive FTP unless you have problems 
connecting to the server. 
If using their server use the name and password that you have been given. If you are hosting this on your server the Username and 
Password are the name and password that you use within Actinic to upload your site. 

Delivery Costs 
The options in this section are used to define the possible shipping costs for each item. There are 3 main 
categories of delivery options. 
            Free Delivery 
            No additonal amounts are added to the item’s price. 
            Fixed Price Charge 
            You always add this amount to each item’s price. You can enter a price at which the 
            delivery is free. 
            Calculated Delivery Charge 
The delivery charges are calculated using the settings that you specified within Actinic. You must select a single 
option for Calculate by, Zone, Class and any Free delivery.  
 
Products to Include 
You can choose which products to include based upon a custom variable. This is very similar to the Exclude 
from Froogle Feed/Google Product Search Data Feed setting within Actinic.If you tick Check value before 
including you can choose a custom variable (clicking on the Set button) you are shown the following dialog: 
 

 
 
 
You can then select the custom variable to use to determine if you want to include this product in the feed. You 
can set the default value to True (include in feed) or False (don't include in feed). This value will be used if a 
custom variable value has not been assigned to a product. 
 
Note: When you create a custom value you should set its type to True/False. 
 
 
Properties 
You can Add, Edit or Amend your properties. When you Add or Edit a property the following dialog is displayed : 
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Variable 
The properties listed are those required by PriceGrabber. The ones that aren't listed are automatically filled in 
from your Actinic data. 
 
NOTE : If you want to override the default values generated from your Actinic product details you can do this by 
supplying your own values (fixed or from a CustomVar). You can override the following values by selecting the 
relevant Standard Variable (in the Variable section). For example,  to use a different image for the product when 
displayed in PriceGrabber (from your Actinic shop) you would select the Image URL Standard Variable. You 
would then define a fixed value or use a CustomVar to get the image to display (for example, 
http://www.ObeliskHoldings.TV/graphics/house3.gif). 
 
Product Name 
Name of product. This defaults to the product name provided in Actinic. 
 
Description 
Description of product. This defaults to the main product description defined in Actinic. 
 
Image URL 
Image to use for the product. This defaults to the image defined in Actinic for the product. 
 
Prod URL 
HTML page to display when the product is clicked on. This defaults to the product page within your Actinic shop. 
 
Price 
Cost of the product. This defaults to the calculated price within Actinic. 
 
Shipping 
The shipping automatically calculated from the shipping charges options. 
 
Value 
To have the same value for all of your products select the Use Text option. To have a different value for a shop 
section select Section under Type. To have a different value for each product select Product as Type. If Use 
CustomVar has been selected you should select a CustomVar (defined within Actinic and values assigned for 
each product) to retrieve the information from. 
 
If you are using Actinic V8 you would create CustomVars by creating Variables in the Design Library. You would 
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normally create these in the General Group. Also add in a Default value to use for the product. This will be used 
if a Custom Var hasn’t been used for a product. 
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Advanced features 
If you want to use the values created by the Product Mash in different fields than the default ones you can use 
the following macros to substitute these values. For example, if you want the Actinic description to appear as the 
item’s name you should define a fixed value for the title as !!Description!!. 
 
There are more advanced ways to include information from Actinic (or from different fields). See the Advanced 
Features section for more details. 
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RSS Feed 
 

 
 
RSS feeds are normally hosted on your server and polled (and read) by any RSS Readers that have a link to 
your feeds. 
 
Output Filename 
Type in the name of the file hold the RSS feed information. You can put it in a specific directory on the PC. 
When it is transferred to the remote server on the name of the file is used. In the example above this woul dbe 
Products.xml. 
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You can use the following html on your website to allow your customers to subscribe to your feed: 
 
<table width="100%" border="0"> 

<tr> 

<td valign="middle" align="center"><a href="RSSFEEDLINK" target="_blank"><img 

src="RSSFeed.jpg" border="0"></a></td> 

<td valign="middle" align="left"><a href="RSSFEEDLINK" target="_blank">Site RSS 

Feed</a></td> 

</tr> 

</table>  
 
Where: 
 
RSSFEELINK is the link where the RSS feed is on your website (e.g. http://www.mole-end.biz/RSSMoleEnd.xml) 
The imagefile for the feed is readily available on the internet and should be hosted on your site. In this case it is 
called RSSFeed.jpg. 
 
Server to upload Feed to 
Click on the Get Actinic Settings to use the same settings as your Actinic website. 
The Username and Password are the name and password that you use within Actinic to upload your site (if you 
are hosting the file on your own server). 
 
Information to include in the feed 
 
You can include various areas of your website. This depends on the audience for your RSS feed. The areas that 
can be included are: 
 
Products 
This will create a feed detailing links to all of your products on your website. You can decide to only include the 
first n product pages and order the information by Reference, Description, Update Date or Creation. 
 
Sections 
If you want to include your main sections, that include multiple products, tick this option. 
 
Brochure Pages 
If you are using the RSS feed as a sitemap you should tick this option to include any additional web pages 
found. 
 
Properties 
You can Add, Edit or Amend your properties. When you Add or Edit a property the following dialog is displayed : 
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Variable 
The property type can either be a standard RSS type or you can specify your own. In the example, each product 
has a comment of 'Contact us if you require any products that you don't see on our website'. 
NOTE : If you want to override the default values generated from your Actinic product details you can do this by 
supplying your own values (fixed or from a CustomVar). You can override the following values by selecting the 
relevant Standard Variable (in the Variable section). 
 
title 
Name of product. This defaults to the product name provided in Actinic. 
 
description 
Description of product. This defaults to the main product description defined in Actinic. 
 
guid 
Unique id of the image. This is normally the html page for the feed.  
 
link 
HTML page to display when the product is clicked on. This defaults to the product page within your Actinic shop. 
 
Value 
To have the same value for all of your products select the Use Text option. To have a different value for a shop 
section select Section under Type. To have a different value for each product select Product as Type. If Use 
CustomVar has been selected you should select a CustomVar (defined within Actinic and values assigned for 
each product) to retrieve the information from.  
 
If you are using Actinic V8 you would create CustomVars by creating Variables in the Design Library. You would 
normally create these in the General Group. Also add in a Default value to use for the product. This will be used 
if a Custom Var hasn’t been used for a product. 
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Products to Include 
You can choose which products to include based upon a custom variable. This is very similar to the Exclude 
from Froogle Feed/Google Product Search Data Feed setting within Actinic.If you tick Check value before 
including you can choose a custom variable (clicking on the Set button) you are shown the following dialog: 
 

 
 
 
You can then select the custom variable to use to determine if you want to include this product in the feed. You 
can set the default value to True (include in feed) or False (don't include in feed). This value will be used if a 
custom variable value has not been assigned to a product. 
 
Note: When you create a custom value you should set its type to True/False.
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Advanced features 
If you want to use the values created by the Product Mash in different fields than the default ones you can use 
the following macros to substitute these values. For example, if you want the Actinic description to appear as the 
item’s name you should define a fixed value for the title as !!Description!!. 
 
There are more advanced ways to include information from Actinic (or from different fields). See the You can see 
the Advanced Features section for more details. 
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Shopping.com  
 

 
 
The Shopping.com feed is hosted on your server and polled (and read) by the Shopping.com servers at regular 
intervals. 
 
Output Filename 
Type in the name of the file to store the Shopping.com information to (including the directory). This is the name 
of the file that Shopping.com will be expecting on your website (name registered when your Shopping.com 
account was set-up). This file must end with .csv (e.g. PrimeGoodsShops.csv). 
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Products to Include 
You can choose which products to include based upon a custom variable. This is very similar to the Exclude 
from Froogle Feed/Google Product Search Data Feed setting within Actinic.If you tick Check value before 
including you can choose a custom variable (clicking on the Set button) you are shown the following dialog: 
 

 
 
 
You can then select the custom variable to use to determine if you want to include this product in the feed. You 
can set the default value to True (include in feed) or False (don't include in feed). This value will be used if a 
custom variable value has not been assigned to a product. 
 
Note: When you create a custom value you should set its type to True/False. 
 
 
Server to upload Shopping.com Feed to 
Click on the Get Actinic Settings to use the same settings as your Actinic website. 
It is best to host this on your own server (maybe in a subdirectory), for example, feeds. Leave the connection 
type as Use passive FTP unless you have problems connecting to the server. 
The Username and Password are the name and password that you use within Actinic to upload your site (if you 
are hosting the file on your own server). 
 
Delivery Costs 
The options in this section are used to define the possible shipping costs for each item. There are 3 main 
categories of delivery options. 
            Free Delivery 
            No additonal amounts are added to the item’s price. 
            Fixed Price Charge 
            You always add this amount to each item’s price. You can enter a price at which the 
            delivery is free. 
            Calculated Delivery Charge 
The delivery charges are calculated using the settings that you specified within Actinic. You must select a single 
option for Calculate by, Zone, Class and any Free delivery.  
 
Properties 
You can Add, Edit or Amend your properties. When you Add or Edit a property the following dialog is displayed : 
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Variable 
The property type can either be a standard Shopping.com type or you can specify your own. 
 
NOTE : If you want to override the default values generated from your Actinic product details you can do this by 
supplying your own values (fixed or from a CustomVar). You can override the following values by selecting the 
relevant Standard Variable (in the Variable section). For example, to use a different image for the product when 
displayed in Shopping.com (from your Actinic shop) you would select the image_URL Standard Variable. You 
would then define a fixed value or use a CustomVar to get the image to display (for example, 
http://www.ObeliskHoldings.TV/graphics/house3.gif). 
 
product name 
Name of product. This defaults to the product name provided in Actinic. 
 
product description 
Description of product. This defaults to the main product description defined in Actinic. 
 
image url 
Image to use for the product. This defaults to the image defined in Actinic for the product. 
 
product url 
HTML page to display when the product is clicked on. This defaults to the product page within your Actinic shop. 
 
price 
Cost of the product. This defaults to the calculated price within Actinic. 
 
shipping 
The calculated delivery cost. Theis is based upon the calculation specified in the options page. 
 
Value 
To have the same value for all of your products select the Use Text option. To have a different value for a shop 
section select Section under Type. To have a different value for each product select Product as Type. If Use 
CustomVar has been selected you should select a CustomVar (defined within Actinic and values assigned for 
each product) to retrieve the information from.  
 
If you are using Actinic V8 you would create CustomVars by creating Variables in the Design Library. You would 
normally create these in the General Group. Also add in a Default value to use for the product. This will be used 
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if a Custom Var hasn’t been used for a product. 
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Advanced features 
Use the !!SectionTree!! macro to use your Actinic section layout for the product's value. There are more 
advanced ways to include information from Actinic (or from different fields). See the Advanced Features section 
for more details 
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 Actinic CSV Import/Export 
 

 
 
Output Filename 
 
Type in the name of the file to store the Actinic information into (including the directory). This is the name of the 
file that you will use to import into Actinic (or a different site). 
 
Products to Include 
You can choose which products to include based upon a custom variable. This is very similar to the Exclude 
from Froogle Feed/Google Product Search Data Feed setting within Actinic.If you tick Check value before 
including you can choose a custom variable (clicking on the Set button) you are shown the following dialog: 
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You can then select the custom variable to use to determine if you want to include this product in the feed. You 
can set the default value to True (include in feed) or False (don't include in feed). This value will be used if a 
custom variable value has not been assigned to a product. 
 
Note: When you create a custom value you should set its type to True/False. 
 
 
 
Information to export 
You can choose which information to export for your feed. By each type is a description of what information is 
included.  
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Edirectory 
 

 
 
The edirectory feed creates a feed file that contains the products from your shop. edirectory contains up to 43 
pieces of information about each of your products, the majority of this information is taken from the Actinic 
database. Any additional information can be defined on a shop basis (for all products) or on a product basis 
(using custom vars). 
 
 
Output Filename 
 
Type in the name of the file to store the edirectory information to (including the directory). This is the name of the 
file that edirectory will be expecting on their website (name registered when your edirectory account was set-up). 
This file must end with .csv (e.g. edirectory.csv). 
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Products to Include 
You can choose which products to include based upon a custom variable. This is very similar to the Exclude 
from Froogle Feed/Google Product Search Data Feed setting within Actinic.If you tick Check value before 
including you can choose a custom variable (clicking on the Set button) you are shown the following dialog: 
 

 
 
 
You can then select the custom variable to use to determine if you want to include this product in the feed. You 
can set the default value to True (include in feed) or False (don't include in feed). This value will be used if a 
custom variable value has not been assigned to a product. 
 
Note: When you create a custom value you should set its type to True/False. 
 
 
Server to upload edirectory feed to 
 
The default server and the main edirectory server is ftp.edirectory.co.uk. Leave the connection type as Use 
passive FTP unless you have problems connecting to the server. 
 
The Username and Password are the name and password that were created for you when you set-up your FTP 
access on the edirectory website. 
 
Delivery Costs 
 
Delivery costs are an optional value to send to edirectory. If you want to send delivery costs add the UK 
Shipping charge property with a value of !!DeliveryCost!!. 
 
The options in this section are used to define the possible shipping costs for each item. There are 3 main 
categories of delivery options. 
 
            Free Delivery 
 
            No additonal amounts are added to the item’s price. 
 
            Fixed Price Charge 
 
            You always add this amount to each item’s price. You can enter a price at which the 
 
            delivery is free. 
 
            Calculated Delivery Charge 
 
The delivery charges are calculated using the settings that you specified within Actinic. You must select a single 
option for Calculate by, Zone, Class and any Free delivery.  
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Properties 
 
You can Add, Edit or Amend your property. When you Add or Edit a property the following dialog is displayed : 
 
 
Variable 
 
The property type can either be a standard edirectory type or you can specify your own. In the example, a shop 
is selling items from different manufacturers so the manufacturer is picked up from the product’s Manufacturer 
Custom Variable. 
 
NOTE : If you want to override the default values generated from your Actinic product details you can do this by 
supplying your own values (fixed or from a CustomVar). You can override the following values by selecting the 
relevant Standard Variable (in the Variable section). For example,  to use a different image for the product when 
displayed in edirectory (from your Actinic shop) you would select the Main Graphic filename Standard Variable. 
You would then define a fixed value or use a CustomVar to get the image to display (for example, 
http://www.ObeliskHoldings.TV/graphics/house3.gif). 
 
Short Description 
 
Name of product. This defaults to the product name provided in Actinic. 
 
Long Description 
 
Description of product. This defaults to the main product description defined in Actinic. 
 
Main Graphic filename 
 
Image to use for the product. This defaults to the image defined in Actinic for the product. 
 
Price 
 
Cost of the product. This defaults to the calculated price within Actinic. 
 
Value 
 
To have the same value for all of your products select the Use Text option. To have a different value for a shop 
section select Section under Type. To have a different value for each product select Product as Type. If Use 
CustomVar has been selected you should select a CustomVar (defined within Actinic and values assigned for 
each product) to retrieve the information from.  
 
If you are using Actinic V8 you would create CustomVars by creating Variables in the Design Library. You would 
normally create these in the General Group. Also add in a Default value to use for the product. This will be used 
if a Custom Var hasn’t been used for a product. 
 
There are more advanced ways to include information from Actinic (or from different fields). See the Advanced 
Features section for more details. 
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ChannelAdvisor 
 

 
 
 
The ChannelAdvisor feed creates a feed file that contains the products from your shop. ChannelAdvisor contains 
up to 44 pieces of information about each of your products, the majority of this information is taken from the 
Actinic database. Any additional information can be defined on a shop basis (for all products) or on a product 
basis (using custom vars). 
 
 
Output Filename 
 
Type in the name of the file to store the ChannelAdvisor information to (including the directory). This is the name 
of the file that ChannelAdvisor will be expecting on their website (name registered when your ChannelAdvisor 
account was set-up). This file must end with .csv (e.g. channeladvisor.csv). 
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Products to Include 
You can choose which products to include based upon a custom variable. This is very similar to the Exclude 
from Froogle Feed/Google Product Search Data Feed setting within Actinic.If you tick Check value before 
including you can choose a custom variable (clicking on the Set button) you are shown the following dialog: 
 

 
 
 
You can then select the custom variable to use to determine if you want to include this product in the feed. You 
can set the default value to True (include in feed) or False (don't include in feed). This value will be used if a 
custom variable value has not been assigned to a product. 
 
Note: When you create a custom value you should set its type to True/False. 
 
 
Server to upload ChannelAdvisor feed to 
 
The default server and the main ChannelAdvisor server is ftp.channeladvisor.com. Leave the connection type as 
Use passive FTP unless you have problems connecting to the server. 
 
The Username and Password are the name and password that were created for you when you set-up your FTP 
access on the ChannelAdvisor website. 
 
Delivery Costs 
 
Delivery costs are an optional value to send to ChannelAdvisor. If you want to send delivery costs add the 
ShippingPrice property with a value of !!DeliveryCost!!. 
 
The options in this section are used to define the possible shipping costs for each item. There are 3 main 
categories of delivery options. 
 
            Free Delivery 
            No additonal amounts are added to the item’s price. 
 
            Fixed Price Charge 
            You always add this amount to each item’s price. You can enter a price at which the  delivery is free. 
 
            Calculated Delivery Charge 
 
The delivery charges are calculated using the settings that you specified within Actinic. You must select a single 
option for Calculate by, Zone, Class and any Free delivery.  
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Properties 
 
You can Add, Edit or Amend your property. When you Add or Edit a property the following dialog is displayed : 
 
Variable 
 
The property type can either be a standard ChannelAdvisor type or you can specify your own. In the example, a 
shop is selling items from different manufacturers so the manufacturer is picked up from the product’s 
Manufacturer Custom Variable. 
 
NOTE : If you want to override the default values generated from your Actinic product details you can do this by 
supplying your own values (fixed or from a CustomVar). You can override the following values by selecting the 
relevant Standard Variable (in the Variable section). For example,  to use a different image for the product when 
displayed in ChannelAdvisor (from your Actinic shop) you would select the ReferenceImageURL Standard 
Variable. You would then define a fixed value or use a CustomVar to get the image to display (for example, 
http://www.ObeliskHoldings.TV/graphics/house3.gif). 
 
OfferName 
 
Name of product. This defaults to the product name provided in Actinic. 
 
OfferDescription 
 
Description of product. This defaults to the main product description defined in Actinic. 
 
ReferenceImageURL 
 
Image to use for the product. This defaults to the image defined in Actinic for the product. 
 
CurrentPrice 
 
Cost of the product. This defaults to the calculated price within Actinic. 
 
Value 
 
To have the same value for all of your products select the Use Text option. To have a different value for a shop 
section select Section under Type. To have a different value for each product select Product as Type. If Use 
CustomVar has been selected you should select a CustomVar (defined within Actinic and values assigned for 
each product) to retrieve the information from.  
 
If you are using Actinic V8 you would create CustomVars by creating Variables in the Design Library. You would 
normally create these in the General Group. Also add in a Default value to use for the product. This will be used 
if a Custom Var hasn’t been used for a product. 
 
There are more advanced ways to include information from Actinic (or from different fields). See the Advanced 
Features section for more details. 
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Advanced Features 
 
Sometimes the default values, taken from Actinic, used by the Product Mash are not the best suited for your 
feed. Sometimes additional requirements of a feed mean that you need specific information from information 
already entered into Actinic. 
 
You can use the following values in any of the feed fields to substitute information. Example of these are shown 
in the various feed examples. 
 
Basic Actinic information  
 
!!ProductID!!   The Actinic product ID 

!!Description!!   The Actinic product Description 

!!Image!!    The Actinic image URL 

!!Price!!    The Actinic product price 

!!Title!!    The Actinic product title 

!!Link!!    The Actinic item’s product link 

!!DeliveryCost!!   The calculated delivery cost 

!!ExtendedInfo !!   The extended info. text 

!!Weight!!    The product's weight (defined within Actinic) 

!!NumberInStock!!   The number of items in stock (if using stock control) 

!!InStockYesNo!!   If the item is in stock use the value Yes, otherwise use 

No 
!!InStock01!!   If the item is in stock use the value 1, otherwise use 0 

 
Other fields 
 
!!BrandFromTitle!!  Using the product’s title extract the brand. This uses the 

following rules : 
Look for any text before a – (a minus sign). This is used 
in the field. 
If a – (minus sign) can’t be found a tab character is looked for. 
If a tab character can’t be found look for a space. 
If a space can’t be found use the whole title text. 
 
Even though this can be used for brand it can also be used for other 
fields. 
  

!!SectionTitle!!   Take the title text of the product’s section. If you define 
your 

  product’s section with information that can be used in 
your 
feeds you can use this value. 

!!ParentSectionTitle!!  As above, but use the parent section of the section that 

The product is in. 
!!ParentParentSectionTitle!! The same as !!SectionTitle!!, but use the parent's parent 

section of the section that the product is in. 
!!SectionTree!!   Use the section hierarchy (e.g. VIDEO->VHS->OLD. 

!!BarCode!! If you are using Actinic EPOS this uses the product barcode (EAN). 
 
 
 
 
Using more than 1 Custom Variable in a product value 
You can use Custom Variables anywhere in your property definitions. You simply need to use a !!$ before and 
$!! after the custom variable to use. For example, to use a custom variable called EAN enter !!$EAN$!! in the 
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field definition. Using this approach you can use more than 1 custom variable in a property definition. For 
example, to create a product description made up of some of 3 custom variables you have defined that contain 
the manufacturer, product type and product code you would use !!$Manufacturer$!! - !!$ProductType$!! 
(!!$EAN$!!). This is shown below: 
 

 
 
 
Using the contents of a file as a value 
If you want to put certain values, for example, your Ebay shipping Terms and Conditions, in a file you can 
include this file by using a !![ and ]!! around the file name. An example is shown below. This uses the value 
!!Description!! !![c:\Feeds\EbayFooter.html]!! to put a standard terms and conditions at the end of each product 
description. 
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Creating the Feed files 
 
After the various options have been set-up you can then create all the feed files. To do this press the Mash now 
button. 
 
Once the feeds have been created you are told how many products were processed and also how many were 
not. You may want to see certain products were not included. To do this press the Show products not processed 
button.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
If you want to find the product within Actinic double click on the product and select the Product Description. This 
can then use the Find product feature within Actinic to find the item 
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Uploading the Feeds 
Once you have created the feeds (pressed the Mash now button) you can Upload the Feeds to the various 
websites. If required, you can view the feeds before the uploading them by pressing the View Output button. 
 
Once you have uploaded the feeds any errors will be shown. 
 


